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Welcome to CUES News, a monthly newsletter to keep you
informed of upcoming events, products, tips, and more.
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We've got you covered!
CUES is proud to be the only company in the industry that offers several different camera
models designed for use in any application or structure you might encounter! The CUES
Manhole Inspection Vehicle (MIV) is designed to operate all CUES manhole cameras with
a user-friendly interchange mounting bracket. In addition, the MIV is the only vehicle in the
industry that can inspect most types of structures, such as sanitary/storm manholes and
pipelines, lift stations, gravity interceptor pipelines, vaults, outfalls, and more! To learn
more about CUES MIV inspection vehicles, contact your CUES Regional Sales Manager.
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Visit the CUES Website
Did you know?
As the largest manufacturer of pipeline
inspection and rehabilitation equipment, CUES
produces over 200 custom pipeline inspection
and rehabilitation vehicles each year. With over
70 years of combined pipeline inspection truck
design experience in our vehicle design
group, CUES continues to build the best trucks
in the industry, as quickly as possible, for
our customers' needs. To learn more about
CUES CCTV pipeline inspection vehicles or
request a free demo, contact your CUES
Regional Sales Manager.

Come visit CUES at the Florida
Section of the American Water
Works Association Conference
CUES will attend the FSAWWA Conference
in Orlando on November 27th - December
1, 2016. The FSAWWA Fall Conference
provides an opportunity for utility managers,
directors, and operators, to stay current on
relevant topics and new technologies. CUES
will have exciting innovations for the
water/wastewater industry, as well as
experts and top executives on hand to
answer any questions you may have. We
hope to see you at the conference!

Check out the first CUES TIPs
Video
CUES has released it's first CUES TIPs
video! CUES TIPs videos are short, simple
instructional videos or "tips" on the
operation of CUES products. Click here to
watch the CUES HD connector mating
instructions video on the CUES YouTube
channel.
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Don't forget to subscribe to the
CUES YouTube Channel
Subscribe to the CUES YouTube channel!
Here, you can get access to the latest CUES
products, training, and company videos to
aid your upcoming CCTV pipeline inspection
projects for the water, wastewater and
stormwater industries.

Thank you for being our valued customer!
We are grateful for the pleasure of serving
you and helping you meet your CCTV
pipeline inspection equipment needs. CUES
wishes you and your family a very Happy
Thanksgiving!
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